NYLE MAXWELL RECEIVES
2012 F&I PACESETTER
AWARD
Acheiving
record success
by committing
to customer
satisfaction.

PARTNER PROFILE
Nyle Maxwell
13401 Ranch Road 620 North
Austin, TX 78717

Objectives:
Increase footprint in the market
Emphasize commitment to customer
and employee satisfaction

Success:
36% year-over-year increase in F&I
gross in their used car department.
28% year-over-year increase in vehicle
service contracts sold.
27% year-over-year increase in VSCs
sold in their used car department.

The
Situation:

In September, 2012 Nyle Maxwell Auto Group was
named an F&I Pacesetter of the Year by “F&I and
Showroom” magazine. The magazine selected this year’s six
recipients based on their success in remaining compliant with
stringent regulatory guidelines while touting solid numbers for
product sales, profit per retail unit and charge-back rates.

After only three years out of retirement, how did Nyle Maxwell achieve such success, especially in a down economy?

Nyle Maxwell
Set the Pace
by Focusing
on Service and
Training

Nyle Maxwell wanted to increase his footprint in the market,
while emphasizing his commitment to customer and
employee satisfaction.
“Our people are what make my company succeed,”
said Nyle Maxwell. “Employee satisfaction means just as
much to me as customer satisfaction and I’ve found the
best way to motivate my employees is through regular
training. If my employees know how to take care of
their customers, the bottom line will take care of itself.”
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The
Solution:

The auto group approached EFG to help accomplish their
goals because of EFG’s reputation of ensuring complete

compliance for clients with in-depth training, appropriate
filing procedures and superior administration. Their goal was
to increase profit per unit retail, drive sales and dominate the
market by:
providing valuable coverage at no cost to the customer
that spoke to the quality of the product and the auto
group’s commitment to the customer

differentiating themselves from the competition and
building brand awareness through this distinct offering

evolving a culture focused on generating significant
customer loyalty, not just a product; and,

creating a brand promise message communicated
across all platforms enabling them to ultimately
decrease ad costs.
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The
Approach:

With this in mind, EFG developed Maxwell Forever, a

private labeled program based on EFG’s Drive Forever
Worry Free Limited Lifetime Powertrain Protection.
Maxwell Forever spoke to Nyle Maxwell’s brand promise
of demonstrating a commitment to his customers.
EFG then worked with Nyle Maxwell to set the stage for
adoption of the program throughout the dealership group
with:
Cultural Transformation

Ongoing training and
engagement
Continuous follow-up

Program reinforcement
sessionts

EFG addressed selling techniques and behaviors that provided
a cohesive delivery of their brand message during a two-day
on-site installation training program. In addition, best practices
were identified, addressing gaps in behaviors, which allowed
EFG’s expert trainers to provide additional guidance on ways
to leverage the program in both sales and F&I presentations.
Ongoing follow-up included mystery shopping and bi-monthly
one-on-one sessions with dealership personnel.
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The Results

Since implementing Drive Forever, Nyle Maxwell saw:

36% year-over-year
increase in F&I gross
in their used car
department.

27% year-over-year
increase in VSCs
sold in their used car
department.

28% year-overyear increase in
vehicle service
contracts sold.

With EFG’s help, by 2012, Nyle Maxwell’s seven producers
averaged two products per deal while maintaining a 7.5
percent charge-back rate. Meanwhile, their Chrysler F&I
department maintained CSI scores of 93.4 percent for
financial arrangements and 95.4 percent for honesty of
financial arrangements.
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End-to-End
Solutions

In 2013, Nyle Maxwell was nominated for the
2014 Time Dealer of the Year award. Maxwell

will be among those honored for their community
service and industry accomplishments at the 97th
annual
National
Automobile
Dealers
Association
Convention and Exposition in New Orleans in January.
By remaining true to their values and choosing a partner
that augmented their standards of excellence, Nyle Maxwell
achieved significant success with the Maxell Forever program.
EFG’s extensive client engagement and training provided
the platform to significantly accelerate Maxwell’s successful
achievement of business defining goals.

To learn more about EFG Companies,
visit efgcompanies.com
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Google
Customer
Review for
Maxwell
Forever

Love this place! So worth the trip to Taylor, TX from our home
just south of Houston!
When my son was ready to purchase his very first vehicle ever,
he decided to check out Nyle Maxwell in Taylor because of their
reputation and the Maxwell Forever Lifetime Powertrain Warranty
they provide free of charge on their used vehicles.
My son needed a truck and ended up buying a beautiful 2008
Chevy Silverado with only about 57,000 miles on it. Mario Huneycutt,
now Special Finance Manager for Nyle Maxwell, was our salesman
at that time and along with Lee Autry, Nyle Maxwell’s Used Car
Director, worked a final price and financing that could not be beat.
Of course my son, JW, had to wisely “think about it” so his final
decision wasn’t made till we got back to our home in League
City. No problem for Mario or Lee or even Steve David the General
Manager. Everything was done over the phone or with email and
the truck was delivered to our door in outstandingly beautiful
condition.
My son’s inspection revealed an electric door lock that only worked
intermittently and a license plate light cover that was damaged. No
problem. Nyle Maxwell suggested he get both problems repaired
locally and they would reimburse him all charges. Did! Don! No
hassle! This is a dealership that stands behind their vehicles and their
word but the story does not end here....
Four months later the truck was towed to a local dealership for
engine trouble. Now we all know that once you drive off the lot
after purchasing any used vehicle that is out of its factory warranty,
you’re on your own. Horrible freaky things can and do happen. Turns
out that way back, when this motor was originally made something
freaky happened that caused metal fatigue and complete failure.
No history, no way the original owner or Nyle Maxwell could have
known a thing. If needed a new motor - about $6,500 worth.
It is so wonderful to have real people to talk to, to handle the
unknown etails, to get things done... with quality parts... and in a
hurry. Mario Huneycutt, Lee Autry, and Steve David once again
made things easy and Nyle Maxwell’s Lifetime Warranty was worth
its weight in pure gold.

Would our family recommend Nyle Maxwell Chrysler Jeep
Dodge in Taylor?
Without hesitation!
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Our partner, EFG Companies, recently led The Nyle Maxwell Family of Dealerships through a corporate
wide e-contracting platform implementation. Clearly, we all understood that to progress and compete
as a business, it was a matter of "when" not "if' we would need to convert to a mechanized, online
contracting process.
EFG delivered the implementation in the same high standard by which they deliver all other aspects of
products, training and service to our business.
1. They demonstrated competency and technological expertise in assessing our operating
environment and developing an implementation plan that was reasonable, appropriate to our
needs and would cause the least disruption to our operations.
2.

They worked collaboratively with every department, from F&l to Accounting to Service, that
would be affected by the implementation to ensure their needs were met, and to bring
innovative solutions to the table when there was a specific request or we needed to adjust
certain functionality.

3. Not only were they proactive on the front-end, they were incredibly responsive throughout the
process. EFG supplied the information, answered questions and provided solutions
professionally and in a very efficient manner.
4. EFG's account reps led the charge. The field team handled the vast majority of the training, issue
resolution and questions we had; which, in my opinion, made the whole exercise much less
painful and also sped-up the implementation because we did not have to stop to explain why
certain problems affected specific operations of a dealership and why that was important. EFG
had extensive knowledge of the inner workings of our operations.
5. Because of EFG's location, their field team was entirely accessible throughout the
implementation, and was very responsive. We didn't have to wait for folks to coordinate travel,
and if we needed an in-person meeting we got one- that day if necessary.
With regard to the actual impact of e-contracting on my business, it has been both tangible to
operations, and has been significant in financial benefit.

1. The elimination of errors in rating products has alleviated a large amount of manual effort and
unpredictable issues.
2. The online reporting and our ability to be much more current with bookkeeping is very
beneficial. As an example, we have had a significant reduction in our average days outstanding
and payables issues.
3. From a consumer standpoint, our F&l managers are able to reduce the time it takes to process
product purchases. The more efficient we are in the F&l office, the more likely we are to
effectively sell products, and the more likely the consumer is to have a positive experience.
4. The sheer amount of data and analysis we are processing on a daily basis is exponentially
greater than it was prior to the implementation- our people are much more efficient and are
able to be more proactive, rather than operating in a reactive mode.
I can tell you that EFG delivered it as they promised. They are not a vendor to The Nyle Maxwell Family
of Dealerships; they have earned the right to call themselves our partner. I am happy to make myself
available to discuss any of the above with you, or to put you in touch with any departmental managers
who were involved in the implementation. I give EFG my highest reference.

